Hi, and welcome to My Savvas Training. In this tutorial, you will learn about Realize Reader Selections, Assignments, and the Assignment Viewer.
About Realize Reader

Realize Reader is a digital book that provides an engaging, interactive learning experience for students. Students and teachers can access Realize Reader in a web browser directly from Savvas Realize™ courses, or they can use the mobile apps. When using the app, some titles offer offline access so that students can read their program materials and complete work anywhere-with or without an Internet connection.

iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under license.

Windows® is either a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
Basic Realize Reader assignments inform students that they need to read a specific topic, unit, chapter, lesson, or specific pages.

Students that are assigned work in Realize Reader can complete their assignments in the app, on or offline, and submit their assignments on Savvas Realize.
Realize Reader Selections

A Realize Reader selection assigns specific pages of the book, and allows teachers to review student work.

Realize Reader Selections are identified by a small book icon when viewing them in the Table of Contents.

Realize Reader Selections are displayed in the Realize Assignment Viewer when accessing them from Realize in a web browser. These assignments open up in the same browser window; only the pages included in the Realize Reader Selection appear in the Assignment Viewer. However, students can access instructional tools, like the glossary and the notebook, from the Menu. Students access, complete, and turn in their assignment from one screen.
Identify Realize Reader Assignments

Content identified as a Realize Reader selections include the ability for a teacher to review student work after students submit their assignment.

To find and assign a Realize Reader Selection to your students:
1. Click **PROGRAMS** in the menu bar at the top of the page.
2. On the **Browse Programs** page, select the program that you want to use in your class.
3. When the **Table of Contents** (TOC) page for your selected program displays, navigate into the chapter content to look for Realize Reader Selections labeled with the Realize Reader icon.
Assign Realize Reader Selections

Teachers can select two or more lesson activities to create a Multi-Select Assignment. This feature enables teachers to assign several lesson activities at once, rather than assigning all activities in the lesson, or assigning activities individually.

To assign a Multi-Select Assignment, do the following:
1. Select the components you want to appear in the assignment, and click Assign Selected.
2. In the Create an Assignment dialog box, set a Start date and Due date for the assignment, and then add any instructions that you would like to give to your students.
3. Assign this work to classes, groups, and students by entering a class, group, or student name using smart search.
4. Click the Assign button when you have finished completing the required information.
Student View: Realize Reader Selections

When students access assignments that utilize Realize Reader, the reader automatically transfers them to assigned materials.

When students launch a Realize Reader selection, they see a Realize Reader Assignment Status message displaying the active assignment due date.

Multi-part assignments appear in a tabbed format for students using the default theme. The numbered tabs tell students how many activities are in the assignment. Each tab is initially blue and when the student views or completes an activity, the tab turns green.

Students click Turn it in to submit the assignment to the teacher. Note the Turn In button will not be available for some activities, such as essays, assessments, or discussions. Students use the Submit button within the essay or test.
Review and Score a Realize Reader Selection

You can view how students are progressing on the Realize Reader selection or add scores for the completed assignment in Savvas Realize.

1. To review and score Realize Reader selections, access the class assignments list, and find the assignment.
2. Click the assignment title and then the View student status button to display the students who have not yet started the assignment and those who have completed it.
3. Each Realize Reader selection displays an itemized list of notebook prompts and interactive content contained on the assigned pages. Click Show Activities, then click the Review link under a component to review work that students have submitted using the Turn In button within the assignment. To view ALL assignment activity, including work that has not yet been submitted, or completed after students have submitted the assignment, click the Review button in the top right corner of the assignment listing.
4. Click Score to grade the student’s work. Although some interactive content items may display data, teachers grade the entire selection as a single assignment.

Teachers can review student work while it’s in-progress, including annotations and highlights, page-level notes, and notebook prompts, so they can provide feedback before a student turns in an assignment.
To learn more about this and other Savvas Realize topics, visit MySavvasTraining.com.